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As HDTV continues its march into the living rooms, the New York Times points out that most new HDTVs need to be calibrated if you want a better picture. The article outlines several options for how you can go about calibrating HDTV, from paying your electronics store to doing it for you (expensive way) to DIY
calibration using THX Optimizer, a tool built into many DVD menus. Since many of you probably went to do this way already, let's hear how you calibrated your HDTV-including what tools you used and how you feel about the results-in the comments. For a more detailed approach to fixing specific image problems, check
how to troubleshoot HDTV images. Popular mechanics have put a guide to getting most of the HDTV picture out. MoreIt's not a test: Calibrate HDTV (NYT) Calibrate monitors for consistent tone and color by checking the website's screen. The site displays two bars, one from white to black to adjust the tone, and the
other covers the red/green/blue spectrum to adjust the color. Just follow the screen check instructions and by the end you should have a reasonably well calibrated monitor. My Dell comes with a very similar built-in calibration tool, but if your monitor doesn't, Screen Check is worth a look. Screen check (via
UneasySilence) Windows/Mac/Linux: If you have a virtual pile of e-books but no good way to organize them, Calibre is a feature of a rich e-book manager, complete with Cover Flow-like appearance and network sharing. Whether or not you have a portable e-book reader, Calibre is packed with features to help you
organize your e-books. First, just tell Calibre where you keep the book files. It does a very good job of pulling the necessary information and self-filling, although you will still find yourself making random changes like the author's exchange and the name of the field. If you're a LibraryThing user, you can also connect to this
account to fill in the fields. The calibre has a coverage stream as a viewing feature for skimming through the covers of your books. You can comment on your readings, as well as a tagging system to organize your collection beyond the basics of the genre and author. Calibre supports extensive file conversion, with the
ability to convert more than thirteen document formats into EPUB, PRF and MOBI formats for use on popular readers' e-books such as SONY PRS 500/505/700, Cybook Gen 3, Amazon Kindle (1 and 2) and iPhone (with stanza reading software). You can also set up Calibre to receive news from websites and RSS feeds
and convert them to a compatible format to e-book reader information from your favorite sites. There is even a built-in web server so you can access your e-book collection remotely. The calibre is free and available for Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux.Calibre (via gHacks) ThinkstockGetty Images If You've Ever Even
Done Even Most of the major construction or DIY project you have used roulette. How else are you going to find the distance between the two points, an important part of almost any project? But how do we know the measurements we make with our tape measures are accurate? How do we know that an inch on tape
measure is really an inch? Here in the United States, this is the work of the National Institute of Standards and Technology. NIST supports the 200-foot basement tape tunnel, which they use to calibrate the length of tape measures for various companies. Take a look: the tape tunnel is incredibly accurate. The room is
stored at exactly 68 degrees at all times, and only a few hundredths of a degree in variation. The tape itself is stretched tight, but not too tight, and the tape measure is calibrated with laser measuring devices. The end result is that the 200-foot tape measure of the calibrated NIST is accurate to a tenth of a millimeter,
about the width of a single piece of paper. These high-precision, calibrated-measure tapes are then used as masters to make thousands of commercial tape indicators as the kind you can buy in the store. So the next time you're marking cut points by 2 x 4, remember the hard work NIST put in to help you. This content is
created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Showing 1 - 5 of the 63 resultsMichael from cincinnati Precision Tools Company Size: 11-50 Employees Industry:
Engineering or Industrial Engineering Time Used: Over 2 Years Review Source: Capterra Customized Business Processes, Advanced Customer Management, Comprehensive Asset Tracking History. ProsWe have used IndySoft for the past 10 years to fully manage our commercial metrology laboratory ISO 17025, as
we maintain a very large and diverse customer base across the country. What we like most about software is being able to fully customize our workflows to shape processes around our business rather than fit the business's way of how the software works. The ability to fine-tune custom scripts and programming is
unparalleled in any other calibration software we've encountered. Support from all employees, consistent software update and quick response to any issues have never faltered over the years, and we remain confident that IndySoft is the best solution for our business needs. ConsFor for some of our users who are less
technically inclined, security may seem difficult to accomplish what might be considered basic functions. Tasks can sometimes be buried under a deep layer of menu options, but with the recent addition of a fully customizable dashboard interface, these tasks may be more exposed as needed to facilitate access. As with
any software updates, sometimes errors that didn't exist in previous versions. Most often these errors are minor, but we sometimes encounter errors after the update that negatively affect our products. Fortunately, given indySoft's responsiveness, these issues are usually quickly resolved and resolved within a
reasonable time frame. Given our experience, we approach each published update with caution and maintain a test environment to fully validate each update before being put into production. Hello Michael! Thank you so much for the 5-star review! We appreciate you for not wanting to write a detailed review to let others
know about your experience with IndySoft as a longtime customer! -Heather Company Size: 11-50 Industry Employees: Electrical/Electronic Production Time Used: Less Than 2 Years Review Source: Capterra Commercial Calibration Software is the back of the bone gauge lab, and every employee here uses it daily. I
am incredibly pleased with the decision to move to IndySoft and I would recommend it to everyone in a similar industry. ProsThe best thing about this software is the team that comes with it. By design the software is built to be customizable, so customization is a process. The implementation team at Indysoft is
unparalleled from the start. With their help, I was able to customize the software package to fit my lab, which felt like it was built from scratch for my company. ConsThere is the answer to all the problems I've had, but a few more pre-built default layouts that have demonstrated the intended use of cases would be a
welcome addition. The pre-cost and scalability of the license made us start looking at Indysoft. The customizability and support/implementation team convinced us that it was the right choice. Hello Matt! Thank you so much for the amazing review. We know we have a great team, but it's so great that our impressions are
backed up by our customers! I will definitely pass your praises on to our implementation team! Have a nice weekend! -HeatherRichard from Northstar Calibration Inc. Time Used: Over 2 Years Review Source: Capterra ProsIt has many features that we still learn. For the most part, this seems pretty user-friendly, but to be
honest, my limited experience with this type of application has nothing to compare to me. ConsSeems be unstable. We have patterns that seem to be changing on their own or test point even disappearing. Hello Rick! Thanks for not wanting to do the review, we appreciate the feedback as we work on continuous
improvement. Our software is very stable, so I think there may be some unique circumstances occurring in your Henry's support will reach out to you to see if we can get to the bottom of the questions that you are having. Happy holidays! -HeatherAdam by Integra LifeSciences Company Size: 1,001-5,000 Employees
Industry: Medical Equipment Time Used: Less Than 12 Months Review Review Capterra In general this is going to make a huge improvement in our calibration process. Very pleased with the software and IndySoft staff so far. ProsI likes how you can customize the software to meet your sites needs. Implementation
support is very knowledgeable and useful when setting up software with you. ConsI would like to see a chart on the homepage showing due, due, and not due. Cloud software does not fully match the 21 CFR Part 11 without making appropriate changes to the settings. Set up to meet the needs of the site. In addition, our
main calibration provider uses IndySoft. Hello Adam! Thank you so much for the wonderful 5-star review! As information, we are working on a KPI dashboard for the home screen that will have the data you're looking for - should be around this year, so stay tuned! Take care, HeatherJerome from the American company
Gage Size: 11-50 Employees Industry: Defense and Space Time Used: More Than 2 Years Review Source: Capterra Use Indysoft 10 years ago is different from using it now, since they have really stepped up to support them. With so much available to learn about the software now they have built a library of information
and they reach out using YouTube videos and tutorials that help a lot. ProsSoftware can be tailored to any unique needs or applications you may have. Most of the software out there may be limited to that of canned designers. Indysoft differs in the sense that data can be exported differently and can be integrated into
other programs such as MetCal or Fast Books, but it requires familiarity with S'L to make full use of your potential. ConsIf you are the type of user who wants something basic to run the process out of the box, then you might not like it very much. You'll love this if you're familiar with coding, as it's a very powerful software
that needs a steep learning curve. Flexibility and setting up Hello Jerome! Thank you so much for the amazing 5-star review! As a longtime user, we appreciate the recognition of how far we have come over the years in terms of support. It's certainly been the focus of our attention for the last few years and it's nice to hear
that shows! Take care, Heather Heather conductivity meter calibration procedure pdf. conductivity meter calibration solution. conductivity meter calibration sop. conductivity meter calibration standard solution. conductivity meter calibration mettler toledo. conductivity meter calibration frequency. conductivity meter
calibration certificate. conductivity meter calibration with kcl
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